STRIIM CLOUD

Real-Time Data Integration
and Streaming as a Service
Striim’s fully managed product offers real-time data integration and
streaming as a service. Stream data across clouds and applications
with unprecedented speed and simplicity to deliver the right data at
the right time. Available everywhere. All the time.
With over 150 prebuilt connectors for streaming data, you can power
your organization’s digital and cloud transformation with real-time data
integration and streaming.

AT A GLANCE
Fully Managed & Automated.

Business Benefits
Stream data with world’s
fastest Oracle CDC
Keep data flowing from legacy solutions
and proactively run your business with
Smart Data Pipelines that reach new
levels of speed and performance. Striim
replicates changes up to the moment
using change data capture (CDC) and
real-time ETL, using smart, in-memory
processing to run analysis, trigger alerts,
and kickstart workflows on data in transit.

Perfect the customer experience
Simplify and improve your customer
engagement using real-time insights that
consistently drive great experiences. Striim
transforms and analyzes data in the pipeline,
instantly updating every app and system to
ensure customers never get stale information
or feel the frustrating effects of latency.
Every event and transaction is captured
and used to optimize your business, even
across complex enterprise architectures.

Send productivity soaring
Striim builds no-code pipelines that
instantly disperse data across business
systems and operational teams. Striim’s
prebuilt connectors are optimized for
change. Making it easier to connect legacy
and cloud-first systems, while no-code
workflows allow anyone to build custom
data pipelines with advanced routing and
rules. Striim gives you a single platform to
put real-time data to use for everything from
customer support to product development.

Build without limitations
Use Striim Cloud’s infinite scale and
comprehensive platform to make enterprise
cloud transformation possible without
compromise. Build a modern data stack by
quickly connecting cloud-based tools to
legacy systems, then create applications
right on your data pipeline. Use your
Striim dashboard to visualize streaming
analytics and see all your pipelines in one
place. As you grow, scale horizontally the
moment you need using Striim Cloud’s
distributed, clustered architecture.

Meet enterprise
compliance standards
Enjoy the scale and flexibility of real-time
ETL and streaming without adding risk to
your data architecture. Striim helps you
adopt a cloud-first strategy while meeting
your compliance goals with built-in security
controls, ongoing support, and a platform
designed by experts in enterprise data
workloads. Demonstrate to stakeholders
that your digital transformation mandates
are being met with confidence.

Access data where you need it mosts
Move from legacy data architecture
without pausing or slowing other business
operations. Striim lets you pipe data to
modern solutions like Microsoft Azure,
Snowflake, Google Cloud, and AWS,
transform and verify its accuracy across
multiple targets, and minimize costly overlap.

Zero infrastructure management
means more time to focus on
your business.
Cloud-Native Security.
Purpose-built for mission-critical
applications. Dedicated compute.
In-flight and at-rest encryption
with customer-managed keys.
Scalable & Dedicated Cloud
Architecture. Your data will only
touch secure, fully dedicated
cloud infrastructure that can
scale up or down with the click of
a button.
Low Total Cost of Ownership.
Quick to deploy and ramp-up.
Unify and simplify your data
integration and analytics efforts.
Location Agnostic. Seamlessly
connect over 100 sources and
targets across private, hybrid,
and multi-cloud environments.
Real-Time. Move data to
databases and data warehouses
in milliseconds, not minutes.
>150 Prebuilt Connectors.
Seamlessly connect sources and
targets across private, hybrid,
and multi-cloud environments.
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Key Features
• Smart Data Pipelines. Build Smart
Data Pipelines in real-time that connect
any enterprise system in a modern
cloud architecture. Leverage bestin-market Streaming SQL to deliver
real-time data ready for analysis.
Merge live streams with external data
for lambda views and analysis and
perform continuous queries and loads.
• Real-Time Analytics & Data Insights.
Analyze and visualize continuously
ingested data with dashboards,
monitoring, alerts, visualizations,
and reporting. Ideal for fraud
detection and risk management.

• Schema Evolution and Data Validation.
Ensure data consistency and readiness
with efficient validation that compares
sources and targets on an ongoing basis.
Striim’s intelligent schema evolution
lets you define how to propagate
changes to downstream subscribers.
• Fastest Oracle CDC on Earth.
High-performance log-based change
data capture streams incremental
changes to targets with minimal impact
on sources, networks, and applications.
• Continuous Replication. Replicate
data continuously in real-time
to enable application availability
and disaster recovery.

“Striim gives us a single

source of truth across
domains and speeds our
time to market delivering a
cohesive experience across
different systems.

”

Neel Chinta
Senior Tech Manager, Macy’s
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